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1. INTRODUCTION 
We say that a function f(z) is permutable with a function g(z) iff 
g(f(z)) =f(g(z)). As a continuation of the previous paper [8], and 
extension of Theorem 1 in [S], we present some further results on the 
investigation of the permutability of periodic entire functions. Particularly, 
some of the relationships between two permutable entire functions and 
some necessary conditions under which a function is permutable with a 
given function of the form F(e’) are derived. We refer the reader to [7] and 
[9] for some related techniques and results. In [S], the following result has 
been obtained. 
THEOREM A. Let F(z) and G(z) be two entire functions of order less than 
$ and H(z) be entire. If H(z) is permutable with F(e’) + G(e-‘), then H(z) 
assumes the form 
H(z) = (k/s)z + E(z), 
where both s ( > 0) and k are integers, and E(z) is periodic with period 2s7ti. 
We also posed the following conjecture: 
Any entire function of finite order that is per-mutable with a periodic 
entire function must be itself periodic. 
In this paper, we prove some results that seem to support an affirmative 
answer to the conjecture. We consider the functions that are permutable 
with a certain class of periodic, entire functions of infinite order and show 
that any entire function of finite order that is permutable with cos ,,& must 
be cos ,,& itself. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the fundamental theorems of 
Nevanlinna theory and its standard notations N(r, 0, f) and T(r, f ), etc., 
see [4]. Throughout this paper, we use p(f) to denote the order of f(z). 
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2. STATEMENT OF THEOREMS 
THEOREM 1. Let F(w) be entire, with order less than $ and H(z) be 
entire, permutable with F(e’). Zf H(F(0)) #F(O), then H(z) is periodic and 
can be expressed as 
H(z) = G(ezlS) 
for some entire function G(w) and positive integer s. Moreover if 
lim sup T(r, H) 
r+ +m T(r, f’(O)< ‘O”’ 
then for any given sufficiently small E > 0, we have 
lim sup W-‘, G(w)) < + o. 
r + +oO T(r, J’(W) ’ 
(1) 
(2) 
and, hence, p(G( w)) Q s/2. 
THEOREM 2. Let F(z)=P(z)exp(Q(z)) with both P(z) and Q(Z) being 
non-constant polynomials and P(0) #O. Assume that H(z) is entire and 
permutable with F(e’). Zf H(F(0)) # F(O), then H(z) is periodic and has the 
form 
H(z) = G(e”“) 
for some entire function G(z) and positive integer s. Furthermore if 
lim sup T(r, eG) 
r- +m T(r, exp F(w~)/s))< +O”’ 
then H(z) = F(e’). 
THEOREM 3. Let H(z) be an entire function of finite order, permutable 
with cos &. Then either H(z) = cos ,,& or H(z) = cz, c # 0. 
Here we cannot say anything about H(z) when p(H) = co. We believe 
that the conjecture is true that H(z) would have the form H= G(cos &) 
for some entire G(w). Now we quote some lemmas that are used in proving 
our theorems. 
LEMMA 1. Let g(z) be entire, and for some given z,, and infinitely many 
integers n, g(z,, + n) = g(zO). Zf there is some meromorphic function f(z) such 
that f(g(z)) is periodic with period 1, then g(z) is periodic with period s 
(a positive integer). 
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This lemma can be derived by a minor modification of the proof of 
Gross [2, Theorem 71. 
LEMMA 2 (cf. Gross [3, p. 1081). Let u,(z) (t=O, I, . . . . m) he entire 
,functions of finite order p and let g,(z) (t = 1, 2, . . . . m) be entire und 
g,(z) - g,(z) t # j) he transcendental or polynomial gf degree greater than p. 
Then 
,E, a,(z) expk,(z)) = ad--) 
holds only when 
q)(z) SE a,(z) E . ‘. = a,(z) f 0. 
LEMMA 3. Let F(z) be entire and g(z) be holomorphic in 0 < (z - zOI < R. 
If F(g) is holomorphic in the disk: )z-zOI <R, then g(z) is holomorphic in 
the same disk. 
This lemma is easily verified by expanding g(z) into Laurent series about 
z = zO. We leave the details of the proof to the reader. 
LEMMA 4 (cf. Zheng and Zhou [lo]). Let f(z) be an entire function of 
finite order and positive lower order and g(z) an entire function of finite 
order. Zf f (g(z)) = g(f (z)), then the order, lower order, and type class of g 
do not exceed those of f(z)‘s, respectively. 
LEMMA 5 (cf. Gross [3, p. 271). Let f(z) be an entire function of 
exponential type a, periodic with period 27~. Then f(z) has the form 
f(z)= 2 akeikz, m d 710 
k=-m 
for constants ak’s. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
By the given assumption and Theorem A, we can write 
H(z) = (k/s)z + E(z), 
where both s ( > 0) and k are integers and F(z) is an periodic entire 
function with period 2srci. And we may set 
E(z) = G(e”“), 
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where G(w) is holomorphic in 0 < \wI < +co. Thus it follows from 
H(F(e”)) = F(P) that 
H(F(w”)) = F(wWW)). (4) 
By Lemma 3, we know that WkeG(w) is entire in the w-plane so that k ~0 
and G(w) is entire. 
We prove k=O. Indeed, suppose k>O. Then from (4) we have 
H(F(O))=F(O). This is a contradiction, and thus the former part of 
Theorem 1 follows. 
Let r be an arbitrary real number less than 1. From [6, Theorem 1 ] we 
have immediately for sufficiently large r 
T(r, F(e’))<(l +t) T(M(r, e+), F(w”))= (1 +r) T(e+, F(w”)). (5) 
On the other hand, by a result of Clunie [ 11, 
1-r 
T(r, G(e”“)) 2 (1 + z) - log M( tr, G( e”‘)) 
l-r 
2 l+r log M(c(z) w $r, e”’ - 1 ), G(z + 1)) 
l-r 
3 l+z log M(c(r)(e”“” - 1) - 1, G(z)). (6) 
Combining (5), (6), and (1) and setting R = erjs, we have 
l-r 
T(R F(d) 2 (1 + T)2 T(c’(z) R2, G), 0 < c’(z) <C(T) < 1, 
and consequently (2) follows. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Obviously, the permutable assumption immediately yields that 
P(e”) exp Q(eH) is periodic with period I = 2ni, i.e., 
P(exp H(z + A)) -exp(Q(exp H(z + A))) 
= f’(ew W)) .exp(Q(exp W))). (7) 
Let z0 be a point such that exp H(z,) is a zero of P(w), then from (7), 
we see easily that exp H(z, + HA), for each positive integer n, is also a zero 
of P(w). Since P(w) has finitely many zeros, we have exp H(z,) = 
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exp H(z, + pJ) for infinitely many integers p. It follows from Lemma 1 that 
exp H(z) is periodic with period si, = 2sni and 
U(z) = (k/s) + G(e+), 
where k is an integer and G(w) is holomorphic in 0 < Iwl < + co. We may 
write 
Thus, by Lemma 3, it is clear that k > 0 and G(w) is entire. Now we prove 
k = 0. Assume otherwise; that w = 0; we would have H(F(0)) = F(O), which 
is a contradiction. Hence k = 0 and H(z) has the form H(z) = G(e”“). Then 
(8) becomes 
G(exp(F(w”)/s) = P(e”‘“‘) exp(Q(e”‘“‘)). (9) 
If G(w) has infinitely many zeros, say {w,}, then for arbitrary positive 
integer s, there exists an arbitrary large value of r such that 
N(r, 0, G(exp(l;(w")/s))) 2 C N(r, wj, exp(F’(w”)/s)) 
j=O 
2 (s- 1) T(r, exp(F(w”)/.s))). 
On the other hand, N(r, 0, P(e”)) < pT(r, e’), p = degree of P. Thus the 
equality (9) implies that 
pT(r, e") b (s - 1) T(r, exp(F(w")/s)), 
and, hence, 
lim sup T(r, eC) 
r4 +m T(r, w(~(w”)/s)) 
3 (s - 1 )/p + + co (s + + Go ). 
This contradicts (3). Hence G(w) has only finitely many zeros. And from 
(3) we easily verify that G(w) is of finite order. Therefore G(w) assumes the 
following form 
G(w) = A(w) eE(“‘), 
where A(w) and B(w) both are non-constant polynomials. Then (9) 
becomes 
A(exp(F(w”)/s)) exp(B(exp(F(w”)/s))) = P(eGcw’) exp(Q(e”(“))), 
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and, consequently, there exists an entire function C(w) of finite order such 
that 
B(exp(F(w”)/s)) = Q(eG@‘) + C(w). (10) 
Applying Lemma 2 to (lo), we conclude that 
qG(w) = (t/s) F(w”) + D(w), (11) 
where D(w) is a polynomial, q = degree of Q(w), and t = degree of B(w). 
Also 
qA(w) eB(“‘)= (t/s) P(w”) exp(Q(w”)) + D(w), (12) 
and thus it follows by applying Lemma 2 to (12) that, for some constant c, 
B(w) = Q(d) + c, (13) 
and further 
D(w)=O. (14) 
Also obviously, from (13) t = qs. Thus from (11) and (14) we have 
G(w) = F( w’). Hence H(z) = G(@) = I;(e’), and Theorem 2 follows. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
The given permutable assumption immediately yields the following 
equality 
H(cos z) = cos JH(z2). (15) 
Setting I = 27c, we have 
cos JH(;Tj = cos Jzf(zxjq. (16) 
Let S(z) denote an arbitrary disk in the z-plane that contains none of 
zeros of H(z2) and H((z + I)*), then m and ,/m both are 
holomorphic in S(z). From (16), we have 
(17) 
409/167,&11 
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in S(z) for some integer k. Since ,/m and Jm are 
holomorphic in S(z), k is independent of I’. Suppose that k # 0, then from 
(I 7) we derive 
J?@j= [H((z + A)‘) - H(z)‘- k’,l’]/(2kA) (18) 
in S(z). Let f(z) denote the function on the right side of (18). Then (18) 
becomes 
H(z2) =f2(z) in S(z). (19) 
Since both H(z) and f(z) are entire, (19) holds in the entire z-plane, and 
the identity f’(z) =f2( -z) implies f(z) =.f( -z) or f(z) = -f( -z), that 
shows f(z) is either an odd or even function. When f(z) is odd, we may 
express f(z) =zh(z2), where h(z) is entire, and, hence, H(z)=zhZ(z). 
It follows from (15) that 
cos z . h2(cos z) = cos(zh(z2)). 
This is not valid, unless h(z)~constant and hence f(z)=dz, H(z) = cz. 
This is because cos z has only simple zeros and zh(z2) is entire and has at 
most two multiple values. Now if H(z) $ cz, then we must have k=O in 
(17). Then it follows from (17) that H(z’) has period A = 27-c. By Lemma 4, 
we conclude that H(z) is of order not greater than 5 and mean-type. Conse- 
quently, H(z’) satisfies the assumption of Lemma 5 and has the form 
H(z*) = f ukeikz, 
k= -.m 
(20) 
where m > 0 and uk = uek (0 <k em) and a, # 0. It is clear that Eq. (20) 
may be rewritten as 
H(Z)= jj a,COS(k&)+&,. 
k=-m 
Set z=re”, O<B<271, then O<sin(B/2)<1, and we have 
Jcos(k &)I < 4 [exp(ikr1/2e”‘2) + exp( -&r”2eie’2)] 
< exp(kr’12 sin(8/2)) < exp(kr’12), 
i.e., 
M(r, cos(k A)) d exp(kr’12). 
On the other hand, 
M(r, cos(k A)) 2 f[exp(kr’12) + exp( -kr1j2)] > + exp(kr1/2), 
Thus it follows that log M(r, cos(k &)) N kr’12 (r + + co), and further 
log M(r, H(z)) N mr’j2 (r-+ +a). (21) 
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By virtue of Polya’s Theorem [3, p. 851, we can find a positive number 
c such that as r + + co, 
log log M(r, cos J/Ho) 
3 log log M(cM(r/2, H(z) - H(O)), cos(Jz+Hco))) 
J2 N i log M(r/2, H) - 4 mr’12. (22) 
On the other hand, as r + + co, 
log log M(r, cos &) >/ log log M(M(r, cos Ji), H(z)) 
- log(mM(r, cos &)) - ir’12. (23) 
Since cos m= H(cos &), it follows from (22) and (23) that 
(d/4) m < 4, and, hence, m Q fi. Consequently m= 1, and thus H(z) 
takes the form H(z) = a, cos &+ a,, a, # 0. Set g(z) = cos &, and then 
it follows from H(g) = g(H) that a, g( g(z)) + a, = g(a, g(z) + a,), and, 
consequently, a, g(z) + a, = g(u, z + a,), namely 
u,cos&+u,=cosJ~. (24) 
It follows from Eq. (24) that cos ,/x,, is periodic with periodic 2n, 
and consequently a, = 0. Then Eq. (24) becomes a, cos & = cos 6. 
Taking z = 0, we have a, = 1. Thus H(z) = cos &, and Theorem 3 follows. 
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